
==Before 2011==

'''10/17/04''': Zarqawi pledges allegiance to bin laden & al qaeda.  In 2002 GWB and his administration 
prevented CIA to kill zarqawi.  It also was so that there was NO proof that zarqawi worked with sadam 
hussein, but in 2003 powel stated it as a fact that he did. 

'''09/02/05''': Frank Giustra travels to Kazakhstan to finalize UrAsia Energy Ltd's buy of a private Kazakh 
company's mining stakes.  It is said he travelled with Bill Clinton.  BC helped him to get the deal done,they 
also meet with President Nazarbayev. In 2006 FG donates lots of money to Clinton Foundation and later 
even more.  He also starts the arm of the Clinton Foundation in Canada
'''11/11/05''': Zamanbek Nurkadilov, a former Mayor of Almaty who joined an opposition party and threatened 
to publish documents proving government “high level” corruption in President Nazarbayev’s administration, is
found dead. He was shot three times, twice in the chest and once in the head. The government rules his 
death a suicide. 
'''12/??/05''': Nursultan Nazarbayev wins another 7-year term as President with 91 percen of the vote. Mr. 
Clinton congratulated Nazarbayev on the win in a letter which states, “Recognizing that your work has 
received an excellent grade is one of the most important rewards in life.” 

'''04/??/06''' : As the civil war raged in April 2006, Zarqawi did something bold: For the first time ever, he 
revealed his face on camera. In a 34-minute propaganda video, Zarqawi is shown meeting with his 
lieutenants, firing an American machine gun, and describing himself as “the brains of Al Qaeda in Iraq.”
Zarqawi would also use the video to make a surprising proclamation: He would create an Islamic state, the 
first step toward a global caliphate. It was something that bin Laden himself had yet to push for.

'''02/12/07''': Uranium one buys UrAsia energy Ltd for some 3 billion dollar.  UrAsia Energy is still controlled 
by one of its investors, Ian Telfer, a Canadian.  Later he donates lots of money to the Clinton Foundation.
'''02/??/07''': KazatomProm CEO Moukhtar Dzhakishev travels to meet with Bill Clinton in his home for a 
meeting arranged by Frank Giustra. Giustra sold his stake in Urasia also in 2007, this gives Uranium One the
stakes in Kazakhstan UrAsia owns.
'''04/??/07''': Uranium One starts buying uranium mines in Utah, Wyoming & Texas

'''03/06/09''' : HRC gives Lavrot the famous red button for the overload... i mean reset
'''05/??/09''': Moukhtar Dzhakishev is removed from his position and arrested “on charges that he illegally 
sold uranium deposits to foreign companies, including at least some of those won by Mr. Giustra’s UrAsia 
and now owned by Uranium One.”
'''06/14/09''': Rosatom, the Russian Federation state corporation that oversees nuclear energy seeks to buy 
into Uranium One.  ARMZ, a subsidiary of Rosatom buy's 17% of Uranium One.    
'''11/??/09''':the FBI starts gathering substantial evidence that Russian nuclear industry officials were 
engaged in bribery, kickbacks, extortion and money laundering designed to grow Vladimir Putin’s atomic 
energy business inside the United States. (Mikerin) 

'''04/08/10''': President Obama and Russian President Dmitry Medvedev  signed a major nuclear arms 
control agreement that reduces the nuclear stockpiles of both nations.
The new Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty -- known by its acronym, START-- builds on a previous agreement
that expired in December.
'''04/16/10''': Campbell (U1 fbi-informant) profided fbi handlers his concerns about Tenex, completely owned 
by Rosatom, about its ongoing work to provide IRAN with the technology needed for its nuclear reactor 
probram!  TENEX continues to supply Iran with fuel through their Russian company TVEL, 
'''05/??/10''' : Obama re-submitted the agreement for approval by the Democrat-controlled Congress in May 
2010, declaring Russia should be viewed as a friendly partner under Section 123 the Atomic Energy Act of 
1954 after agreeing to a new nuclear weapons reduction deal and helping the U.S. with Iran. 
'''05/??/10''' : In May 2010, major powers including the U.S., China and Russia agreed on sanctions against 
Iran. Three days later, the Obama Administration cancelled sanctions against the Russian state arms export 
agency, which had been sanctioned for exporting arms to Iran. 
'''06/??/10''': Rosatom takes steps to obtain larger shares in Uranium One and contacts the Committee on 
Foreign Investment in the United States for review and potential approval.  Telfer keeps donating to the 
Clinton Foundation, this year his company appealed to the American Embassy to help keep its mines in 
Kazakhstan.  
The case of the fbi concerning Russia, Tenex, Rosatom is kept in the dark by Rosenstein, Holder & Mueller, 
although they already had strong evidence of bribing, kickbacks & moneylaundering (clear violation of the US
Foreign Corrupt Practices act.
(Rod Rosenstein served Maryland, as the top federal law enforcement officer in the State and was the only 
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person with the authority to present matters to a federal grand jury in Maryland until he was appointed to and
confirmed by the US Senate, as Deputy United States Attorney General under Jeff Sessions. Mueller is FBI 
director.  The case being built against Mikerin in 2010 was under the supervision of Maryland U.S. Attorney 
Rod Rosenstein.  Mueller was director FBI)
'''06/29/10''': Bill Clintons trip to Moskou, doing a speech (well payed) and meeting  Arkady Dvorkovich, a 
board director of Rosatom. He also had a meeting with Putin.
'''10/??/10''': partial sale of Uranium One to Rosatom is approved by CFIUS, Rosatom owns 51% of Uranium 
One now.  FBI & DOJ still haven't informed congress and others of the investigations concerning this deal 
(tenex & rosatom).



==2011 tot 2016==

'''03/21/11''' : “Neither Uranium One Inc. nor AMRZ holds a specific NRC export license. In order to export 
uranium from the United States, Uranium One Inc. or ARMZ would need to apply for an obtain a specific 
NRC license authorizing the exports of uranium for use in reactor fuel,” then-NRC Chairman Gregory Jaczko 
wrote Barrasso. But later seems that from 2012 to 2014 Uranium did leave the US.  It seems that NRC did 
some other things (amendment to an existing export license trucking firm (RSB) to simply add U1 to the list 
of clients whose uranium it could move to canada) rather  than just giving Rosatom a license (would have 
raised red flags)
'''09/28/11''' : Flynn becomes assistant director DNI
'''10/??/11''' : Songbird, his good pall Graham have a meeting in Libya with Abdelhakim Belhadj (ex-taliban, 
now known al qaeda- later isis) after the death of Moammar al-Qadhafi on october 20. Richard Blumenthal 
was also there.

'''06/13/12''' : Bachman & Gohmert (together with a few others) send a letter to state department (and other 
inspector generals) requesting investigation into Muslim Brotherhood infiltration into US (Huma Abedin): 
Songbird went crazy about it and defended Huma, also Mike Rogers defended Huma! (later on Trump 
campaign and fired just before Adm. Rogers visited Trump Tower.
'''07/??/12''' : Flynn becomes director DIA

'''01/??/13''': Rosatom buys Uranium One completely and the company becomes a private company.  
Uranium One was represented by the Podesta Group from 2011 to 2013.  In those days Stephen Harper was
PM of canada, although conservative, he had socialist plans & compared with HRC, he was to the left of her.
'''03/??/13''': NK, Iran & Syria block a UN arms trade treaty (standards for all cross-border transfers of 
conventional weapons)
'''04/??/13''' : ISIS is formed by Baghdadi, he took over from al zarqawi and since obama took the troops from
iraq he regrouped their troops and started taking back large areas.
'''05/??/13''' : songbird meets in syria with rebels, al qaeda & even with baghdadi (isis) he calls them brave 
fighters in syria!  https://twitter.com/SenJohnMcCain/status/339455679800700928 
'''06/13/13''': The date of a letter sent by U.S. Senator Charles Grassley (R-IA), to Secretary of State John 
Kerry about Huma Abedin, the former Deputy Chief of Staff to then Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, 
matches the date on a letter sent by Rep. Michele Bachmann (R-MN) and four other congressmen to the 
State Department’s Deputy Inspector General from one year earlier, about Abedin’s irrefutable familial ties to
the Muslim Brotherhood. Bachmann’s letter was dated June 13, 2012 and Grassley’s letter is dated June 13,
2013. Perhaps providing a bit more intrigue is that Grassley wants answers to questions 
surrounding Abedin’s alleged resignation from her position as Hillary’s Deputy Chief of Staff at a time when 
she was at the center of controversy resulting from her being named in Bachmann’s letter. Though Grassley 
makes no reference to the timing of these two things, had news of Abedin’s departure been made public at 
that time, it would have most certainly added to the controversy. 
'''06/??/13''' : DIA director general Flynn visits Moscow and meets Kislyak for the first time
'''09/04/13''': Mueller stops being FBI-director, Comey takes over

'''01/31/14''': adm Rogers becomes director of nsa
'''04/30/14''': Flynn pushed out as director DIA, announces his retirement in summer. (He has called 
President Obama a “liar,” declared the U.S. justice system “corrupt” and insisted that he was pushed out of 
his assignment as director of the Defense Intelligence Agency because of his views on radical Islam that 
didn't allign with Obama's )
'''07/??/14''': isis leader baghdadi announced the formation of a caliphate stretching from Aleppo in Syria to 
Diyala in Iraq, and renamed the group the Islamic State.  (rumors are that baghdadi actually is named 
Shimon Elliot, a israelian, MOSAD and trained by CIA & MOSAD, but have to say: rumor, no proof!)
'''08/??/14''': Flynn retired from US Army after 33 years (Admiral Mike Rogers, the director of the National 
Security Agency : “Flynn is the best intelligence officer of the past 20 years.” 
'''10/08/14''': Flynn gets his ethics restrictions (apply to Flynn in retirement) also his disclosure responsibilities
under the emoluments clause.

'''08/??/15''': first meeting Flynn & Trump in New York
'''12/10/15''': Flynn spoke in Moscow at the 10th anniversary gala for RT.
'''12/??/15''': The Justice Department – five years after the first evidence of criminal wrongdoing- offers a plea
bargain and jail sentence for the Russian executive in charge of Tenex. (Mikerin)  Justice officials involved in 
the “silent” 2009 to 2015 investigation of Rosatom include Robert Mueller, James Comey, Rod Rosenstein, 
and Andrew McCabe 

'''01/??/16''' : Campbell (U1 fbi-informant) : FBI invited him to a dinner in Crystal City, Virginia, where they 
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presented him with a check for just over $50,000 and thanked him for his work. A copy of the check has 
been obtained by the reporter that later reported on it.. 
'''02/??/16''': Flynn began serving as an informal foreign policy advisor to Trump
'''03/09/16''' : Manafort joins Trump campaign (pushed in by crooks? Podesta/Clintons? Deep state? )
'''03/16/16''' : Trudeau meets with Soros during the Paris Climate Summit
'''05/19/16''' : Manafort promoted to campaign manager
'''06/15/16''' : Flynn spoke at an ACT! For America event in cleveland and says people should support the 
coup plotters in Turkey
06/27/16 : meeting tarmac Bill Clinton & Lynch (proposal to help HRC through investigations for SC-post for 
lynch)
'''07/01/16''' : AG Lynch says she would accept the recommendation from the FBI at the conclusion of their 
investigation into clinton's emails
'''07/05/16''' : Comey does a press conference and recommends no criminal charges (obama used the server
too together with members of his cabinet, they send mails under alias to HRC, Obama lied about that.. If 
HRC would have been convicted, Obama had a big problem, so the "no criminal charges" protect Obama & 
cabinet  too)
'''07/07/16''' : Comey tells house oversight that clinton did not break the law
'''08/04/16''' : us sent plane with cash to Iran, said it was part of the iran nucleair deal, but could this be to pay
back the countries that sent money to clinton foundation for Haiti 2010 (Iran Nucleair Deal) but also don't 
forget Iran & NK work together... 
'''08/19/16''' : Manafort resigns
'''08/09/16''' : Flynn's company, Flynn Intel Group signs a contract with Dutch company Inovo BV to improve 
US business organizations' confidence on doing business in Turkey 
'''08/17/16''' :  Flynn joined Trump for his first classified intelligence briefing at Trump Tower
'''09/19/16''' : Flyn met with Turkish government officials to discuss the possible extradition of Fetullah Gulen
'''09/20/16''' : Soros (open society foundations), UN refugee agency & canada make a deal to promote an 
initiative that will help Canada and other countries to resettle greater numbers of refugees, Global Refugee 
Sponsorship Initiative  (all points to soros trying to destroy Canada with refugees, crime, open boarders, ms-
13 (funded by soros), climate change idolatry. Alex Soros is the one doing the traveling and meetings mostly.
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau is close allies with George Soros, and John Podesta, he took $20 million 
dollars from Canadian tax-payers in July to give to his friends Bill and Hillary Clinton. He is glowingly referred
to as “Mr. Canada” in John Podesta’s leaked emails, and they recognize him as a close ally to Democrats 
and the Podesta linked Center for American progress, “Prime Minister Trudeau has been a longtime 
progressive ally of CAP’s [Center for American Progress, allied to the Democratic Party]…. an active and 
engaged partner in our Global Progress program” 
The nonprofit, the Clinton Giustra Enterprise Partnership (Canada), operates in parallel to the Clinton 
Foundation.  Trudeau donate's taxpayer money to this foundation later. (so Giustra, Clintons, Podesta, Soros
& Trudeau are all connected, Giustra with Uranium One, Podesta with Uranium One)
'''10/10/16''' : Flynn met in New York with turkisch community leaders linked to Erdogan, they talked about 
Gulen
'''10/28/16''' : fbi announces reviewing new emails connected to the investigation HRC and server (mails 
weiner laptop)
'''11/06/16''' : comey announces review completed and no change in the conclussion of july 5
'''11/08/16''' : election day, mr trump wins
'''11/08/16''' : flynn published an op-ed in the hill that referred Gulen as turkey's osama bin laden.
'''11/15/16''':  flynn joined Trump for an intelligence briefing.
'''11/16/16''': FIG contract with Inovo expires today
'''11/17/16''' : nsa adm Rogers visits Trump tower (mr Trump) (probably warns him that he's being spied on 
by obama adm.
Interestingly, at the EXACT SAME TIME, just before NSA Rogers visited Trump Tower, another Mike Rogers
– the former House intelligence Chairman who retired after lying about the Benghazi fiasco – was kicked off 
the Trump transition team on intelligence.  No one could figure out why he was kicked out.  However, if 
you’ve read the Benghazi Brief you know how damaged, corrupted and untrustworthy Chairman Mike Rogers
was – as he previously sat on the oversight gang of eight.
If I were a wagering person, I’d say NSA Rogers was only going to meet with President-Elect Trump if the 
ears of the corrupted, dangerous and easily blackmailed Mike Rogers were gone.

'''11/18/16''' : Trump moves organisation to bedminster
'''11/18/16''' : Trump announces that Flynn would be his National security advisor
'''11/18/16''' : reports in MSM that adm Rogers has to be removed from his NSA position
'''12/28/16''' : Obama administration ejects 35 Russian diplomates from the US and introduces new sanctions
'''12/29/16''' : general Flynn speaks with Russian Ambassador (kislyak) about the sanctions and asks kislyak 
not to escalate the situation.   Kislyak calls general Flynn and says Putin wont escalate the thing, Putin does 



this openly, he says publicly that he will not expel anyone in response to new sanctions



==From 2017==

'''01/15/17''' : Pence says on MSM that he talked with general Flynn, and that Flynn said the talks with kislyak
were not about sanctions
'''01/24/17''' : FBI interviews Flynn
'''01/26/17''' : AG Sally Yates warns Don McGahn that the DOJ has evidence that what Pence was saying, 
was inaccurate.  In her eyes Flynn was compramised to the russians, vulnerable to blackmail
'''01/27/17''' : Yates again meets McGahn to see if WH can review the evidence the FBI has on Flynn
'''01/30/17''' : AG Sally Yates is fired because she wont defend mr trumps travel restrictions on refugees and 
visa-holders 
'''02/11/17''' : NK launches its first ballistic missile
'''02/13/17''' : general Flynn is fired (resigns?) because of the leaks about his talks about the sanctions with 
Kislyak
'''02/14/17''' : Kim's half brother Kim Jong-Nam is poisoned in Kuala Lumpur International  Airport
'''03/13/17''' : Obama visits Honolulu (hawai)
'''03/14/17''' : high tech missile defense ships send to region North-Korea
'''04/06/17''' : NK fires another ballistic missile
'''04/07/17''' : U.S. President Donald Trump and China's President Xi Jinping meeting at Mar-a-Lago estate, a
bilateral meeting in Palm Beach, Florida, U.S 
'''04/09/17''' : Carl Vinson Strike Group heads toward the western pacific ocean (as a deterrent to NK 
provocations)
'''05/01/17''' : USS Carl Vinson reaches the sea of japan
'''05/09/17''' : comey fired
'''05/09/17''' : Moon Jae-in elected president south-korea
'''05/11/17''' : trump creates a panel to investigate voter fraud
'''05/14/17''' : NK launches first missile since new president SK took office
'''05/16/17''': Mueller meets mr Trump, said is 'to become FBI-director', but after 12 years as FBI-director that 
can't be.
'''05/17/17''': Rosenstein appoints Mueller as special counsel
'''05/24/17''': Obama travels to Germany (before trump arrives there) & UK
'''06/23/17''': Obama arrives in Indonesia
'''07/01/17''': Obama speaks at Indonesian Diaspora Congress in Jakarta
'''07/03/17''': Obama in Seoul, meeting leader of south-korea
'''07/04/17''' : NK fires its first successful nuclear-capable ICBM
'''07/14/17''': Songbird undergoes surgery for blood clot, diagnosed with cancer.  This in the Mayo Clinic, on 
BOD Barbara Bush, Dick Cheney, Cokie Roberts, Jeffery W Bolton, Eric Schmidt, Walter Mondale, Ursula 
Burns (direct Obama connection), Alan Mulally (direct Obama connection) 
'''07/25/17''': Songbird destroys the vote to repeal obamacare
'''07/28/17''': New missile from NK
'''08/04/17''' : start White House renovations, Trump will work with his staff from his golf resort in Bedminster 
New Jersey.  Renovations where done/organised by GSA
'''08/04/17''': in an internal memorandum Sessions discusses to pursue investigations into Obama's slush 
fund, the fund was stopped immediately when sessions took his position: slush funds donated to fraudulent 
charities that would use the funds to promote progressive/anti-american values into politics
'''08/08/17''' : North Korea successfully develops and mounts a miniaturized nuclear warhead on a ballistic 
missile 
'''08/14/17''': ICBM NK made possible by black-market purchases of powerful rocket engines probably from a 
Ukrainian factory, state owned yuzhmash.
'''08/20/17''' :  Trump back in white house, renovations done
'''08/28/17''' : New missile NK, goes over Japan
'''09/03/17''' : North Korea announces it has successfully tested miniaturized hydrogen bomb capable of 
fitting on an ICBM. 
'''09/18/17''' : Trump jr drops (gives up) his secrect service, he says because of privacy concerns, but given q
it could be because the ss was compromised
'''09/23/17''' : secret service reinstated by trump jr
'''09/29/17''' : obama speaks in toronto (canada) (Metro Toronto Convention Centre to focus on global 
citizenship ) (his second visit to canada since trump president)
'''10/17/17''' : George Soros donates most of his money to Open Society Foundation
'''10/18/17''' : Grassley seeks information from fbi informant in U1 : 
https://www.grassley.senate.gov/news/news-releases/grassley-seeks-information-fbi-informant-uranium-one-
probe
'''10/25/17''' : DOJ lifts gag order on FBI informant to discuss uranium deal with Congress
'''10/25/17''' : kushner makes an undisclosed trip to Saudi arabia



'''10/28/17''' : kushner returns from his trip to SA
'''10/29/17''' : HRC detained, but not arrested yet
'''10/29/17''' : HRC surprise birthday party, Huma Abedin is there
'''10/30/17''' : HRC (with Huma Abedin) still on book tour
'''10/30/17''' : Mueller indicts Manafort / Gates / Papadapoulos : MSM going crazy about this (mockingbird)
'''10/30/17''' : Tony Podesta steps down from lobbying firm (Podesta Group)
The Podesta Group, along with Manafort's firm, were tasked with leading an PR effort on behalf of a group 
called the European Centre for a Modern Ukraine.
The ECFMU was a non-profit group whose true goal was allegedly to soften the Obama administration's 
opposition to the pro-Russian Ukrainian government in power at the time. (Several Ukrainian leaders were 
facing public condemnation from the American government for their treatment of political opponents.) The 
Podesta Group, along with Manafort's firm, were tasked with leading that effort on behalf of the European 
Centre for a Modern Ukraine. (In the indictment of Manafort unsealed on Monday, the Podesta Group 
appears to be referred to as "Company B" but never referred to specifically by name.)
'''10/30/17''' : Trump meets Paul Ryan, later with Mattis, also with Pence & AG sessions, and with tillerson.  
Meetings were in Oval Office (august renovated completely), cell phones are forbidden in oval office.  
'''10/30/17''' : Chuck Grassley just came out and smacked gloating liberal’s right across the mouth. The left all
came out of the woodwork today to gloat about unrelated (to Trump) charges against Paul Manafort.
Then he warned the Democrats and by that he means you Tony Podesta and the rest of the gang about 
what’s coming next.  According to the Washington Examiner Chuck said it is high time we started enforcing 
the FARA (Foreign Agents Registration Act) requirements.  One of the charges levied against Manafort was 
failure to register according to FARA. A charge that caused Tony Podesta to step down from his high-
powered job because he knows Mueller is out to get him next.
“The dirty little secret is that lots of people across the political spectrum in Washington have skirted their 
FARA registration obligations for years with little to no accountability. I’ve been working on legislation to 
improve the Justice Department’s enforcement of FARA, and expect to introduce it very soon,” Chuck added.
(helping mr Trump to drain the swamp)
'''10/31/17''' : NK nuclear test site tunnel collapses : day after generals meet with trump?
'''10/31/17''' : senate judiciary meeting: location changed (hart senate office building, chairman is lindsay 
graham, NOT chuck grasley
'''11/01/17''' : end of the obama foundation summit, a two day event in chicago hosted by Obama.  Those 
headlining the summit include such big names as Obama and former first lady Michelle; Prince Harry; and 
from show business, Lin-Manuel Miranda, Chance, Common and Rashida Jones. Various power players 
from Obama’s administration will also be in attendance, including, his ambassador to Japan, Caroline 
Kennedy; U.N. Ambassador Susan Rice; senior advisers Valerie Jarrett and David Plouffe; top food policy 
adviser Sam Kass; plus domestic policy adviser Cecilia Munoz. 
'''11/01/17''' : foia dump : A new FOIA dump, Hillary email CONFIRMS she directed/instructed Huma Abedin 
to remove all traces of markings that would identify a government document as CONFIDENTIAL… Hillary 
Clinton disseminated CLASSIFIED information WITH intent. 
https://foia.state.gov/searchapp/DOCUMENTS/Litigation_F-2016-07895_25/F-2016-
07895/DOC_0C06179309/C06179309.pdf 
'''11/02/17''' : Chuck Grassley comes more in the picture, starts seeking more details on Comey, Clinton, 
NYC attacker, ...he also has more security around him
'''11/02/17''' : Q points a finger at twitter... just before that message and just after that message, trump has 
tweeted:
Donna Brazile just stated the DNC RIGGED the system to illegally steal the Primary from Bernie Sanders. 
Bought and paid for by Crooked H.... [Twitter for iPhone]
 ....This is real collusion and dishonesty. Major violation of Campaign Finance Laws and Money Laundering - 
where is our Justice Department? [Twitter for iPhone]
'''11/03/17''' : Foia dump (11/01) reveals fbi asked NRC preservation and records request (HRC-email 
investigation) (katica; @GOPPollAnalyst)
also to other agencies
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
The U.S. Dept. of Treasury
The Office of Director of National Intelligence (ODNI James Clapper)
The National Counter Terrorism Center
The U.S. Department of Energy (DoE)
The National Security Agency (NSA – Admiral Mike Rogers)
The United States Secret Service (USSS)
The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
The Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA)
The Department of Defense.
'''11/03/17''' : trumps twitter account taken down (after Q said he was going to post a tweet before departing 
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to asia) 
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/926401530013642765 : twitter down for 11 minutes
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/926403023861141504 : why doj/fbi don't investigate HRC
'''11/03/17''' : trump departs to asia
'''11/03/17''' : Disgraced former CNN contributor Donna Brazile made explosive allegations that the 
Democratic National Committee basically rigged the 2016 primary in Hillary Clinton’s favor, but ABC, NBC 
and CBS’ evening newscasts failed to cover it.   All they do is pushing on the mueller indictments and russian
collusion.
'''11/04/17''' : ANTIFA announced nationwide riots today, but it was barely a drop in a bucket (for that the 
National Guard was deployed in 12 cities)  Mr trump could have used this to impose martial law, Potus 
himself was NOT in the country at this time!
'''11/05/17''' : Texas church  shooting: q warned for FF on november 2
'''11/06/17''' ; Anthony Weiner, the former politician and now convicted federal sex offender, reported this  
morning to Federal Medical Center Devens, a federal prison in Ayer, Massachusetts. He will begin serving 
his 21 months for sexting with a minor. (husband of Huma Abedin)
'''11/07/17''': donna braziles book comes out
'''11/30/17''' : Flynn pleads guilty to Mueller on ying about the sanctions conversation
'''12/01/17''' : flynn appears in court.
'''12/01/17''' : Obama ends a 3 country trip, where he meets with the 3 leaders of the countries (france, india, 
china)

'''01/03/18''' : Trump disbands the panel to investigate voter fraud ((the panel faces a flurry of lawsuits and 
criticism from Democrats and Republicans alike )

'''01/04/18''' : white house bans personal cell phones in the west wing


